We use the theory of Γ-species to enumerate k-gonal and polygonal 2-trees with respect to their vertices. We then extend this result to enumerate "succulents", a tree-like class of graphs which generalize cacti.
Introduction
A 2-tree is a connected simple graph obtained by beginning with an edge graph and then iteratively adding a vertex and connecting it by edges to the endpoints of an existing edge. The result is, effectively, a tree-like assembly of triangles "glued together" along their edges. It is natural to extend to the case where these components may be polygons of more than three sides. The result is a k-gonal 2-tree if all of the pieces are k-gons and a polygonal 2-tree if the pieces may be polygons of any number of sides. (The classical 2-trees may be recovered from this definition as 3-gonal 2-trees.) See Fig. 1 for an example of a generic polygonal 2-tree. There is an extensive enumerative literature on 2-trees. They were first enumerated in the labeled case by Palmer [10] and in the unlabeled case four years later by Harary and Palmer [6] . k-gonal 2-trees were first considered by Harary, Palmer, and Read in [7] , in which they consider only the case that at most two polygons may share an edge (yielding graphs which are 'outerplanar'). This work was sharpened by Ducharme, Labelle, Lamanthe, and Leroux in [2] , using the theory of combinatorial species. Labelle, Lamanthe, and Leroux also enumerated labeled and unlabeled k-gonal 2-trees (without the outerplanarity restriction) in [9] , extending previous work on (classical or 3-gonal) 2-trees by Fowler, Gessel, Labelle, and Leroux in [3] . General polygonal 2-trees have received less attention.
In Section 2, we consider polygonal 2-trees from a perspective informed by the theory of Γ-species, introduced by Henderson in [8] and developed in the author's previous work [4, 5] as an enumerative tool in order to count k-trees, which generalize 2-trees by gluing (k + 1)-simplices along their k-sub-simplices.
A notion of orientation is introduced, and several rooted variants of these 'coherently-oriented' polygonal 2-trees are characterized by a system of functional relationships in equations (2a) to (2d). The orientations are removed by taking a quotient under a group action, and the roots are removed through a 'dissymmetry theorem' expressed in equation (4) . This allows computation of the numbers of labeled and unlabeled polygonal 2-trees with n vertices, shown in Table 1 , with code given in Appendix B.
The method used is thematically similar to that employed in [9] , but offers two advantages. First, by employing the more powerful algebraic and structural tools associated with the theory of Γ-species, it avoids entanglement in subtleties which would make application of the earlier methods to polygonal 2-trees very complicated. Second, it allows enumeration with respect to number of vertices, while the earlier work enumerates with respect to number of edges. This distinction is not important in the case of k-gonal 2-trees, because the edge and vertex counts are coupled. However, in general polygonal 2-trees, this is not the case; for example, for a fixed number n ≥ 4 of vertices, the n-gon is a polygonal 2-tree with n vertices and n edges, while a classical 2-tree with n vertices has 2n − 3 edges.
In Section 3, we show that small modifications to the work in Section 2 allows for enumeration of k-gonal 2-trees for fixed k.
Finally, Section 4, we apply the results of Section 2 to enumerate the succulents defined by Wilkes in [12] , by showing that the succulents are exactly the connected graphs whose blocks are polygonal 2-trees and then applying the theory of block decompositions.
See Fig. 2 for an example of a succulent graph. 
Polygonal 2-trees
We first investigate the species a p of polygonal 2-trees. We adopt the following definition:
Definition 2.1. Any cycle graph C k is a polygonal 2-tree, and any graph obtained from a polygonal 2-tree T by adding a path of any length k ≥ 1, selecting an edge e of T , and connecting the end vertices of the path to the two ends of e by edges so as to induce a cycle of length k + 2 is a polygonal 2-tree.
Effectively, polygonal 2-trees are "trees made of polygons"; see Fig. 1 for an illustration. The tree-like structure of polygonal 2-trees suggests that we may find some recursive functional equations for their cycle index series. Before we can do this, however, we must add additional structure. Definition 2.2. An orientation of a polygonal 2-tree is an assignment of a direction to each of its edges. An orientation of a polygonal 2-tree is coherent if there is a directed path around each of its cycles.
See Fig. 3 for an illustration of a coherent orientation of the polygonal 2-tree from Fig. 1 . We note that any polygonal 2-tree admits exactly two coherent orientations. The class a p,O of coherentlyoriented polygonal 2-trees then admits a natural action of the two-element group S 2 in which the trivial element e acts trivially and the non-trivial element τ acts by reversing the direction of every edge. This action commutes with permutations of labels, so a p,O is a S 2 -species with respect to this action in the sense of [8] . 
in the sense of [4] (indicating that each polygonal 2-tree may naturally be identified with an orbit of coherentlyoriented polygonal 2-trees under the action of S 2 ).
Thus, if we can compute the
for coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees, we may pass to the ordinary cycle index Z ap for polygonal 2-trees. Further, let L denote the S 2 -species of linear orders and C the S 2 -species of cyclic orders, in each case with the S 2 -action whose nontrivial element reverses order. (In each case, we will use a numeric subscript 'n' (e.g. L 2 ) to denote the restriction to terms of cardinality n and an inequality subscript '≥ n' (e.g. C ≥4 ) to denote the restriction to terms of cardinality no less than n.) Additionally, let E denote the S 2 -species of sets with the trivial S 2 -action. 
Rooted coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees
as isomorphisms of 3-sort S 2 -species.
Proof. We consider each of equations (2a) to (2d) in turn, demonstrating equality by exhibiting an explicit isomorphism between the left-and right-hand sides.
Consider an a e⋆ p,O -structure-that is, a coherently-oriented polygonal 2-tree rooted at an unlabeled edge whose end vertices are unlabeled. (See Fig. 4 for an example.) Attached to the root edge are several "sheets" 1 -that is, coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees rooted at a polygon which is missing an edge. These sheets may be freely interchanged without affecting the a e⋆ p,O -structure and are invariant under the action of S 2 , so they form an E-ensemble. Each sheet has a Z-label at its root polygon and a linearly-ordered sequence of descendant structures. Specifically, there are n X-structures and n + 1 Y -structures for some n ≥ 1; these Y -structures are in turn the roots of descendant a e⋆ p,O -structures. No permutation of the Xor Y -structures fixes the overall sheet structure, and the action of the nontrivial element of S 2 reverses the overall order, so these descendants taken together form an Now consider an a e p,O -structure-that is, a coherently-oriented polygonal 2-tree rooted at an edge. The edge has a Y -label, and each endpoint of that edge has an X-label; under the action of the nontrivial element of S 2 , these two X-labels are interchanged, so they form an L 2 (X)-structure. What remains is a nonempty a e⋆ p,O -structure (since a single edge is not a polygonal 2-tree). Equation (2b) follows. Now consider an a p p,O -structure-that is, a coherently-oriented polygonal 2-tree rooted at a polygon. The root polygon has a Z-label, and it is surrounded by at least three edges, each of which has an X-label on its target end, a Y -label on its edge, and a descendant a e⋆ p,O -structure. These descendants are cyclically ordered, and the action of the nontrivial element of S 2 reverses this ordering. Equation (2c) follows.
Finally, consider a a pe p,O -structure-that is, a coherently-oriented polygonal 2-tree rooted at a polygon with a distinguished edge. Here, too, the root polygon has a Z-label, which is again surrounded by edges. Additionally, the distinguished edge has a Y -label, its endpoints have two X-labels which are interchanged when orientation is reversed, and the other polygons which may be attached there form a a , which can be solved using algebraic and computational methods.
Dissymmetry and generic coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees
The results of Section 2.1 allow for the enumeration of coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees rooted at edges, polygons, or polygons with distinguished edges. To pass to the unrooted case, we will use a 'dissymmetry theorem', which connects these four species together.
We first define some preliminary notions. The degree of a given polygon P in a polygonal 2-tree T is the number of edges of p which are also edges of other polygons in T . A polygon of degree 1 is a leaf polygon. Note that any polygonal 2-tree with at least two polygons has a leaf polygon.
Given a (coherenly-oriented or unoriented) polygonal 2-tree T , its pruning is the polygonal 2-tree T ′ that results when every leaf polygon of T is removed (but the edges which attached them are left). By the previous, if T has at least two polygons, then its pruning has strictly fewer polygons, so iteratively pruning any polygonal 2-tree will ultimately yield either a single edge or a single polygon. This edge or polygon is the center of T . Note that the center is canonical (i.e. invariant under isomorphisms) and is independent of orientation. 
Theorem 2.5 (Dissymmetry theorem for coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees
Proof. We will exhibit an explicit map from the right-hand side to the left-hand side. Let T be a structure of the right-hand species a e p,O + a p p,O . Then T is a coherently-oriented polygonal 2-tree rooted at either an edge or a polygon. That root may be the center of T ; in this case, we send T to the a p,O -structure obtained by forgetting the root.
Otherwise, consider the sub-tree T ′ obtained by repeatedly pruning T until its root is a leaf polygon (in the case that the root is a polygon) or the root is an edge of only one polygon (if the root is an edge). If the root is a polygon, let R be the set of that root and the edge which attaches it to T ′ ; if the root is an edge, let R be the set of that edge and its polygon in T ′ . In either case, R is a polygon with a distinguished edge. We then identify T with the a pe p,O -structure which is the underlying tree of T rooted at R. This map is clearly canonical and independent of orientation. Additionally, it is easily seen to be a bijection by constructing the inverse map (which sends each a p,O -structure to the same tree rooted at its center and sends each a pe p,O -structure to the same tree rooted at whichever component of the original root was "away from" the center). Thus, the map described is an isomorphism. 
For enumerative purposes, we are interested in equation (4) only at the S 2 -cycle-index level, so we need not concern ourselves here with the details of the interpretation of the subtraction. (The interested reader can find more details in [4] .)
Unoriented polygonal 2-trees
Per equation (1), the cycle index of the species a p of polygonal 2-trees is the quotient of the S 2 -cycle index of the species a p,O of coherently-oriented polygonal 2-trees. This completes the enumeration of polygonal 2-trees.
The exact numbers of labeled and unlabeled polygonal 2-trees are given in Table 1 .
k-gonal 2-trees
We now investigate the species a 2,k of k-gonal 2-trees (for k ≥ 3). We treat k-gonal 2-trees as a special case of polygonal 2-trees, so the definitions of Section 2 may be adopted without modification. We first present a version of Theorem 2.4 modified for the k-gonal case. 
Proof. Proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.4, with two modifications. First, in a a e⋆ 2,k,O -structure, each page attached to the root edge is a k-gon, so it carries k − 2 vertices and k − 1 edges, so the n≥1 term in equation (2a) is replaced with its n = k − 2 term in constructing equation (5a). Second, in a a p 2,k,O -structure or a a pe p,O k-structure, there are exactly k edges on the root polygon, so the C ≥3 term of equation (2c) is replaced by a C k term in equation (5c) and the n≥1 term in equation (2d) is replaced with its n = k − 2 term in equation (5d).
We next note that equation (1) and Theorem 2.5 still apply: 
This completes the enumeration of k-gonal 2-trees.
Succulents
We now investigate the species s of succulent graphs. We quote the definition of a succulent for convenience:
A succulent is a connected graph built up from cycles (including possibly 2-cycles, consisting of two vertices joined by a double edge) in the following manner. Two cycles may be joined together either at a single vertex or along a single edge.
Recall that a block of a graph G is a maximal 2-connect subgraph of G. Any connected graph G admits a canonical "block decomposition" into its block subgraphs, with the caveat that this "decomposition" is not a partition of its vertex set; any cut vertex 2 of G will necessarily lie in more than one block. It is a classical result of structural graph theory that the block decomposition of a graph has a tree-like structure in the sense that there can be no "loops of blocks". In light of the power of combinatorial species to study tree-like structures, this makes block decompositions a powerful way to enumerate classes of graphs.
In light of this, we can reformulate our description of a succulent graph, reframing Definition 4.1 in terms of blocks. A succulent is assembled by starting with a cycle or edge graph and then iteratively attaching a cycle or edge graph to either a vertex or an edge of the existing graph. This construction can create no 'cycles of cycles', so any attachment at a single vertex induces a cut-vertex. Thus, the two-connected succulents are exactly those which are constructed by using only edgewise attachments. As a result, the blocks of succulents are exactly the polygonal 2-trees of Section 2. 
where
Since the cycle index Z ap is known from Section 2, we can use equation (10) to compute Z s • recursively, then equation (9) to compute Z s from it.
The exact numbers of labeled and unlabeled succulent graphs are given in Table 2 .
A Enumerative tables
The various functional relationships in equations (2a) to (2d), (4) and (9) correspond to recursive systems of equations in the corresponding cycle indices. Computational techniques can be used to solve for the values of the coefficients. We have done so here, using code in Appendix B executed in the Sage computer algebra system [11] . We present here the numbers of labeled and unlabeled polygonal 2-trees with n ≤ 26 vertices and the numbers of labeled and unlabeled succulents with n ≤ 19 vertices. The calculations in Table 1 took approximately 320s on a modern desktop. The calculations in Table 2 took approximately 49s on the same system (but were constrained by memory). 0  3  1  1  4  9  2  5  157  5  6  3795  15  7  119346  53  8  4621708  227  9  212726529  1066  10  11345387805  5523  11  687946890790  30142  12  46736272993806  172227  13  3515975765492235  1012974  14  290136704987785747  6104629  15  26055571620539221320  37471623  16  2529614021758754876520  233595886  17  263997116122623681660241  1475082907  18  29471762512579341908184345  9418713822  19 3504426532914198495232154142 60723473472   Table 2 : Number of succulents with n vertices
B Code listing
The enumerations in Appendix A were completed using the Sage computer algebra system [11] . The code used is given in listing 1. In particular, the number of unlabeled succulents with up to n vertices may be computed by copying the code into a Sage notebook, modifying the last line with the desired value of n, and executing. The enumeration of other species, and labeled enumerations, may be obtained by modifying the last line appropriately. (The code is also available in a form that can be executed online through the author's website.)
WARNING: This code depends on patches which have not yet been accepted to Sage main. (#14347, #14543, #14846) Listing 1: Sage code to compute numbers of succulents 1 # Python's default recursion limit is 1000, which is much too low for us sys . s e t r e c u r s i o n l i m i t (100000) 3 # Set up environment 5 from sage . combinat . species . stream import _ i n t e g e r s _ f r o m 7 S2 = S y m m e t r i c G r o u p (2) 9 from sage . combinat . species . g e n e r a t i n g _ s e r i e s import C y c l e I n d e x S e r i e s R i n g CISR = C y c l e I n d e x S e r i e s R i n g ( QQ ) 11 from sage . combinat . species . g r o u p _ c y c l e _ i n d e x _ s e r i e s import G r o u p C y c l e I n d e x S e r i e s R i n g 13 GCISR = G r o u p C y c l e I n d e x S e r i e s R i n g ( S2 , QQ ) G = GCISR . basis Cs = ge * C + gt * CISR ( Ctgen () ) 53 Cn = lambda n : ge * Cs [ e ] . restricted ( min =n , max = n +1) + gt * Cs [ t ] . restricted ( min = n , max = n +1)
